
WRITING AN EMPLOYEES REFERENCE CHECK

Find the best Sample, Templates of Writing Reference Check Letter â€“ All Example of This letter contains the records
of the candidate's employment, job profile.

Learn about candidates previous work experiences. Spot red flags. Calling to check references. Evaluate
information you get through reference checks in relation to your position. After a person agrees to be a
reference, you can share helpful information, such as the job description. Small inaccuracies e. What are the
applicant's strengths? Be sure it's quiet. Reassure them that the call is confidential and explain that this is about
getting to know the candidate better. Some common problems concerning educational background include
applicants claiming that they have a degree that they don't have, claiming that they graduated from a particular
school when they may have only attended it for a short time, or claiming that they have a degree in one field
when they really have a degree in another field. Mark was a good colleague to his coworkers and always
shared tips and ideas to help others manage quality departments, too. Mark started an on-the-job training
activity that constantly cross-trained employees so even in high vacation times, output was rarely affected.
Documenting the Reference Check Documenting your reference checking activities is useful for hiring
purposes as well as an aid in avoiding negligent hiring claims that may arise. After all, these are people the
candidate trusts to vouch for them in a job interview. Before extending a job offer to candidates, consider
getting references from their former employees, co-workers and business partners e. When faced with
overselling, press for specifics. Did the applicant get along well with management and co-workers? Some
employers will call several of the most recent positions on a candidate's resume. Lack of objectiveness: Some
employers might hold grudges against employees who left their company. On the other hand, a reference can
reveal that a previous employer does not think highly of a candidate. You can note that in your job ad and ask
candidates to provide some people as references after the screening stage. Checking Personal and Education
References While previous employers are arguably of the most value when you're checking references,
checking personal references may still be of value even though job candidates are likely to have picked those
they know will speak favorably of them. He reported to me for the last three years when he worked as a
supervisor in the filter production clean room department. Personal and educational references where
appropriate and provided, should also be checked for any applicants who may be hired. Starting Salary: Why
did the applicant leave? Or, suggest coordinating via email. You can expect an overly positive review from
references. A reference call is quick, gives you the chance to ask follow up questions and allows you to better
understand your interlocutor by the tone of their voice. Be sure to check your state's rules before you set up
your recordkeeping for reference documentation. We are sorry to lose him and his contributions in our work
over the years have been substantial. Generally, the two ways to check references are by: Calling: This is the
preferred method because it tends to be faster, less time-consuming, and more revealing. References are a
significant part of the job application process. If the reference records include credit reports or criminal record
reports, you may want to put them in a separate file with the employee's medical records, which also by law
must remain confidential. Red flags during background checks Negative comments. Also, educational records
are sometimes embellished or falsified by job applicants so employers should check these, especially if they
are crucial to an employee's job function. They are considered part of the employment records "having to do
with hiring" that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission EEOC requires you to keep for at least one
year after the date of the employment decision if you are subject to federal anti-discrimination laws. He is
currently dedicating his time to making sure that his knowledge and skills stay in our workplace by training
replacements prior to his departure. If I describe the position we are hiring for to you, could you describe how
good a fit you think the applicant would be for the position? Tools to Use The Business Tools contain a
reference check control form to help you document your reference checks effectively. How do you obtain the
educational background information you need? It's important to do it, though, to make sure that the applicant
has the qualifications and background you want, or in some cases, require. Call rather than write, if possible.
Lack of time: Former employers and coworkers might have limited time to answer your questions. Take good
notes during the conversation and be sure to include questions that the former employer would not answer.
Use this information to make a more informed hiring decision.


